Resurrection Mission Center

15455 Metcalf, Suite D
Overland Park, KS

If you don’t mind making a U-Turn on Metcalf...While headed south on Metcalf just past 153rd St you will need to make a U-turn which will then have you headed north on Metcalf. On your right will be an Auto Parts store and a Carpet and Tile store, turn right into the drive way (15455 Metcalf) and go all the way around behind the building. You will see a sign that says “Resurrection Mission Center” on the door.

If you would like to avoid making a U-turn you can continue south on Metcalf and turn right on 158th street and use the Walmart Supercenter to turn around in. There is a stoplight at 158th which makes it easy to then go north on Metcalf to the Resurrection Mission Center at 15455 Metcalf. As you approach 154th Street you will see an Auto Parts Store and a Carpet and Tile store on your right. Turn right into the parking lot and drive all the way around behind the buildings and you will see a door with a sign saying “Resurrection Mission Center.”

If you are coming from the Leawood campus or the East, you can take Nall to 159th then West on 159th to Metcalf then north on Metcalf to 15455 Metcalf. At 15455 Metcalf you will see an Auto Parts store and a Carpet and Tile store on your right. Turn right into the parking lot and drive all the way around behind the buildings and you will see a door with a sign saying “Resurrection Mission Center.”

Parking is limited at the Mission Center, so if you are serving with others, carpooling is helpful.